
Gathering the Eggs

Archers will focus on their shot execution and aiming to gather the Floppy Bunny’s eggs 
which have been scattered across Archery Land.

THE POINT

1. Using attached printout, print one sheet per target of 
decorated eggs, one Basket, and one bunny per target.

2. Adhere eggs at random to each blank target. Adhere the 
bunny cutout near the center of the target. (See Figure 1.) 
 
 
 
 

3. If you have a convenient wall space or bulletin 
board, attach one basket for each team.  Archers 
may label the basket with a creative team name. 

4. Place two arrows per archer in the ground quiver in 
front of each target.

• 2 Arrows per archer

• Targets, up to 4 archers per target, with 
no target face

• Egg Cutouts (Appendix A)

• Basket Cutouts (Appendix B)

• Floppy bunny (Appendix C)

• Masking Tape

• Markers for decorating or naming each 
team’s basket and bunny.

Range Change

EQUIPMENT NEEDED

activity time 
30 minutes

AWARDS MATCH 
Shot Execution

setup time 
15 minutes

GATHERING THE EGGS

#EXPLOREARCHERY #gatheringtheeggs

SKILLS LEARNED 
Form, Shot Execution

Coach’s Tip: Place eggs nearer to the center of the 
target for less advanced archers. For advanced 
archers, scatter eggs widely across the target.



1. One archer from each team will shoot at a time. Be sure to inform your archers that it is not a race.
2. Ideally, each target will have the same number of archers, but no more than 4 archers per target.
3. Each archer will shoot two arrows, attempting to hit any of the eggs on their target.  Any arrow that hits the bunny will 

result in a penalty of one egg, which will be placed back onto the target.
4. The next archer in line will then step to the line to shoot their two arrows.
5. Once each archer has taken a turn, and all archers are behind the waiting line, have one archer per team advance to the 

target. This archer will pull the arrows and remove any eggs that were successfully shot.  For any arrow that has hit the 
bunny, he steals an egg and one egg should be placed back on the target.

6. The archer will then place the team’s arrows back in the ground quiver and move behind the waiting line. Once behind 
the waiting line, the archer can share the responsibility of adding or removing the eggs to the team’s basket with their 
teammates.

7. The winner of the activity will be the team with the most eggs in their basket when class time runs out, or the first team 
to shoot and gather all the eggs in their basket.

Procedure
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SHOOT FOR THE GOLD
Being mindful of food allergies, provide decorated eggs for the winners, or for anyone who shoots an egg on the target. 

Figure 1








